WHY SHOULD I CONTRIBUTE?

We cannot afford to ignore government decisions that have profound effects on the independent agency system in Texas. Your contributions and participation in the political process are needed to ensure IIAT members continue to compete, innovate, and grow.

IMPACT funds help support pro-business candidates and elected officials who understand the importance of a vibrant independent insurance agency system in Texas. IMPACT’s strong reputation helps IIAT form productive relationships with state legislators who support the interests of independent agents.

YOUR CONTRIBUTION MAKES A DIFFERENCE

In recent years, IIAT has worked with lawmakers to pass legislation that:

• Reduces the hassle of dealing with TWIA for you and your customers,
• Supports your efforts in requiring insurance companies to remind policyholders that flood damage is not covered by their property policies,
• Requires insurance companies to give advance notice when their forms change,
• Addresses the spiraling costs associated with hail litigation claims, and
• Helps consumers by eliminating surprise medical billing.

CAN WE COUNT ON YOUR SUPPORT?

We urge you to assist us in our efforts at the Capitol. Please consider making a contribution today.

Help PROTECT your livelihood.

IMPACT collects voluntary contributions from individuals who work in the independent insurance industry in Texas. These funds are pooled and contributed on a nonpartisan basis to candidates for public office who support the interests of independent insurance agents and the insurance industry. One-hundred percent of every dollar raised stays in Texas for state and local elections.

Why support IMPACT?

Six-thousand bills are introduced each session in the state legislature. IMPACT helps elect candidates who write the laws affecting your business. IMPACT keeps you informed and gives you a voice in the legislative decisions in Texas that impact you and your business.

MAKE AN IMPACT

THE POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE OF THE INDEPENDENT INSURANCE AGENTS OF TEXAS

“Independent agents understand first-hand the insurance needs of Texas consumers and their own communities. As a state legislator, I value the expertise and appreciate the feedback of IIAT’s members when making policy decisions.”

- Sen. Larry Taylor, Senate District 11

Encourage your colleagues to make an #IMPACT.

IIAT.ORG/IMPACT

SPREAD THE WORD

“Independent agents understand first-hand the insurance needs of Texas consumers and their own communities. As a state legislator, I value the expertise and appreciate the feedback of IIAT’s members when making policy decisions.”

- Sen. Larry Taylor, Senate District 11
JOIN INDUSTRY LEADERS IN SUPPORTING IMPACT!

YOUR BUSINESS.
YOUR VOICE.
Your Contribution Strengthens Both

Please invest in the future of the independent agency system by making a contribution.

ONLINE

Go to iiat.org/contribute

MAIL

Complete and return the personalized contribution form that was mailed to you. Return it to IIAT using the enclosed envelope.

CALL

Call Jill Douglas at 512.493.2454 to make your contribution by phone.

NOTE: IMPACT is prohibited by law from accepting corporate contributions. Investments may be made via personal or partnership check/credit card AND the following business entities may contribute via company check/credit card:
- Limited Liability Companies (LLCs) with no corporate partner members of their LLC,
- Limited Partnerships (LPs) or Limited Liability Partnerships (LLPs) with no corporate partner members of their LP or LLP,
- Partnerships with no corporate partner members of their Partnership, and
- Sole Proprietorships with no corporate partner members of their Sole Proprietorship.
Contributions to this campaign are not deductible for tax purposes. Consult your tax advisor.

“IMPACT has helped get agents in front of legislators. Texas House and Senate members listen to us when it comes to issues that affect our business. Without your contributions, we don’t have a voice.”

Scott West, CIC
Pathfinder/LL&D Insurance Group

“Legislators can’t possibly know everything about all issues. We have a choice — sit back and watch, or help them make the right decisions. We strive to be a part of the solution instead.”

Mickie A Comiskey, CIC
Focus Insurance & Financial Services

“Over the years I have seen how vital IMPACT is to all of us in the Texas insurance industry. From minor to major legislation, IIAT has our backs. Everyone needs to contribute, even a small amount.”

Frank Swingle
Swingle Collins & Associates

Encourage your colleagues to make an #IMPACT.

IIAT.ORG/IMPACT